Operations and expressions
The length and breadth ofa rectangle are 5 centimetres and 3

centimetres.

It is made

larger, increasing the length

by

Algebraic expressions

I

centimetre.

We have talked about algebraic
expressions. They are generally used
on
different numbers.

to indicate the same operations

For example, by multiplying the
l, 2, 3, . . . ofnatural numbers
by 2, we get the sequence 2, 4, 6, . . . of
sequence

even numbers. ln other words,

if in the
algebraic expression 2n, we put z - l,
n -2,n -3,... in order, we get all the
even numbers.

What is the area ofthis new rectangle?
What about the area ifthe length is increased by 2 centimetres
irstead of

1

If we

centimetre?

number, we get the sequence 1, 3, 5, .

And ifit is only 1.5 centimetres?
To understand the change in area due to the increase in length

in general, we can use algebra.

Let's take the increase in length

subtract 1 from each even

as .lr

centimetres. Then the

length of the new rectangle is 5 +:r centimetres and the
breadth is 3 centimetres. What about the area?

3(5 +:r.; = 15

.

olodd numbers. ln olher words. staning
with the sequence of natural numbers,
ifwe multiply each by 2 and subtract l,
we get the sequence of odd numbers.
In algebraic language, if we put n = 1,
2,3, ... in the expression 2n 1, we get
the sequence of odd numbers.
Similarly, what algebraic expression can
we use to get the sequence 3, 6,9, . . .?

a3"

This mealrs, whatever the increase in length in centimetres,
the area increases by three times that in square centimetres

.

What about the sequence

l,

4,1 , - . - ?

And2,5,8,...?

To find the increase in area, when the length is increased by 4

centimetres, all we need to do is use 4 in place

ofr

in this

algebraic expression and do the specified operations. Try

Another problem:

a

it!

rod 20 centimetres long is to be bent to

form a rectangle. We can make rectangles of various
dimensions-

,,.t:i

:,

i.i

Length 9 centimetres and breadth 1 centimetre, length
centimetres and breadth 2 centimetres, . . .

8

E

Variables
The letters used to denote numbers in

an algebraic expression are called
variables . The word means "something
which changes". This name is used
because in an algebraic expression, we

can use various numbers in place of
the variables.
For example, 2;r + I is an algebraic
expression with a single variable x. Its
meaning is "multiply

a

number by 2 and

add 1", right? If we take x - 2 in this
and do the operations specified by it,

8cm

We can even have length 8.5 centimetres and breadth 1.5

centimetres. The areas enclosed by these rectangles are all
different. Ifthe length ofone side is 4 centimetres, what is the
atea?
Since the perimeter is 20 centimetres, the sum ofthe lengths

we get 5;

if

instead we take x =

1

2

oftwo

adj acent sides

is 10 centimetres; so ifone side is 4

get 2.

centimetres long, then the other is 6 centimetres long and the

Some algebraic expressions contain
more than one variable. For example,
10r +y hastwo variables;r and y. What
do we get if take x = I and / -5 in
this? What if we take x = 4 andy =9?

area is 24 square centimetres.

ln general, ifthe length olone side is x centimetres, then the
length ofthe other is 10

-:r

centimetres, right?And so, the

area is

Ifx-l2andy=3?

n(10

x)

- 10;r -;r2 square centimetres.

Ifthe length ofone side for such a rectangle is 5 centimetres,
then what is the area?
No wonderthey are called

variables! Each time I do it,
I get a different answer!

One more problem:

From the four comers ola rectangle, small squares are cut

offand the tabs are bent up to make a box,
pictures below:
a
L

I
I

E

I

.,

as shown in

the

Pol nomiols

When we change the size ofthe squares cut off, the size ofthe

Clarity in exPresston

box also changes. Ifwe denote the length ofthe side ofthe
squ,ares cut

offas;r, what are the dimensions of the box? And

its volume?

(7

-

Lr)(5 -2x)x=(35

-

24x + 4x2)x:35x

-

24x2

+4x3

Now make such expressions for the situations listed below:

.

Numbers change when mathematical
operations are applied to them; very
often the nature of these changes and
the relation between the numbers
before and after the change become
clear, only when we write them down
as algebraic expressions.

From a rectangular board of length 8 centimetres and
breadth 3 centimetres, a small rectangular piece is cut

off.

For example, consider the operation,
"add two consecutive natural numbers".
Any pair ofconsecutive natural numbers
can be u rinen x, x + ) ; and rheir sum is

2r + l. All numbers of this form arc

E

odd numbers. Thus we see that the sum

ofany two consecutive natural numbers
is an odd number. Suppose we add

8cm

three consecutive natural numbers? We

x,I + 1andn +2and
their sum is 3x + 3. lf we write this as
3(x + 1) we can see that it is a multiple
of 3 and is in fact thrice the middle
can take them as

number.

One side ofthe piece cut

offis oflength 3 centimetres
itself. Denoting the length ofthe other side as r, write
down an algebraic expression which gives the area of
the remaining piece.
Find algebraic expressions which give the perimeters
and areas of all rectangles with length

1

centimetre more

than the breadth.
The length and breadth ofa rectangle are 10 centimetres
and 4 centimetres. It is made larger, increasing the length

and breadLh by the same amount.

'ir'

Nor,r u rite the sum of fire consecutive

natural numbers as an algebraic
expression and see if you can say
something about the sum.

Square speciality
We can make different rectangles of
the sarne perimeter,20 centimetres and
their areas are all different. Which of
them has the largest area?

E

l0

If we

consider only those rectangles
rrlrose lenghs and breadths arc giren
by natural numbers, then there are only

Find algebraic exprcssions to compute the perimeters
and areas ofsuch enlarged rectangles in terms ofthe
increase in the lenglhs ofsides.

five: those with lengths ofsides (1,9),
(2,8), (3,7), (21,6) and (s,s). Which of
these has the largest area?
Is this true, even if the sides are not
given by natural numbers? We cannot
individually check every one of them.
(Why not?) Let's try algebra.

cm

Can we use the same expressions to get the perimeler
and area

ilthe lengths ofsides

are reduced? (See the

section, Merging opposites in the lesson, Negative
Numbers in the Class 8 textbook-)

.

A stone thrown upwards with

a speed of 20 metres

per second loses speed at the rate of 9.8 metres every
We want to check whether the square
of side 5 centimetres has the maximum
area among all such rectangles.
Suppose we increase the length ofone
side by x centimeters and make it

r.

Since the perimeter should not
change, the length ofthe other side must
be reduced by x centimetres itself and
made 5 -r. So then, what would be the
5+

area?
(s

+r)(s

The number 25 -r2

r

.x) =

2s I

is less than

2

5,

'ince
is a positive number. Thus without

altering the perimeter, ifwe change the
squarc by ever so little, the area would
decrease.

second. Find an algebraic expression which gives the

ofthe stone

speed

at various times.

Polynomials
Look at the algebraic expressions we got liom the problems
done so far15

+

3;r

10:r

-:r2

35x

-24x2+ 4xl

24-3x
4x+2
.lr2

+

r

In this, whatever be the perimeter
instead of 20, rve can apply the same

28 +2x

logic to get the sarne conclusion.

40 + 74x+ x)

Thus among all rectangles with thc
same perimeter, the square has the
maximtrm area

20

9.8r

What are the comnon features of all these?

:..1

Let's write down the operations specified in these:

1.

various powers ofthe number (exponents all natural
numbers) denoted by x

2. multiplication ofthese powers by specific numbers (not
all powers are thus multiplied)

3.

sum or difference ofthese products

4.

addition or subtraction of a specific number (not all
expressions have this)

In the second operation listed above, if any power is not
multiplied, we can take it as multiplication by 1; again, ifthe
last operation is not involved, we can consider the number
added (or subtracted) as 0.
So, what do we see in all these algebraic expressions?

Various positive integral powers of;r are multiplied by specific

numbers (it may be by 1 also), the products are added or
subtracted and finally a specific number is added or subtracted
(it maybe 0).

Such algebraic expression are calle dpolynomials.

A poll,nomial is usually wdtten with the exponents of r in
descending order, the number without.r at the end.
Thus for example, 35x - 24x2 + 4xr is usually written
4x3 - 24x2 + 35x ; and 15 + 3; as 3x + 15
Can you rewrite a1l the polynomials above in this form?

I

Polynornials in science

Polynomials are useful not only in
mathematics, but in other sciences also.
For example, we have seen that for a
stone thrown upwards with a speed of

20 metres per second, the speed after
I seconds is 20 - 9.8lmetres per second.
We can also show that the height ofthe
stone above the ground is given by the
expression 201 -

4.9/'z

metres.

The expressions 9.8r + 20 and
-4.9t' + 20t are polynomials; only we
used the letter t,

which is generally used

in physics to denote time, instead ofthe
Ietterx, generallyused in mathematics for
a variable-

We may also have occasions to multiply the powers
numbers by inational numbers. Look at this example
The sides ola square are all 3 centimetres long.

Math in motion

by increasing the lengths
For a stone thrown upwards with a speed
of 20 metres per second, we saw that
the speed after t seconds is 20 9.81

metres per second. So when

I- 3
9.8

seconds, the speed ofthe stone would be

20

9.8x

)0

*-

ofall

Ifit

of

:

is enlarged

sides by the same amount,

how does the length ofthe diagonal increase?

For a square of side 3 centimetres, the diagonal is 3J7
centimetres, right? Ifthe increase in the length ofeach side is
denoted by:r, then the length ofthe diagonal becomes

(3

=0

+:r)f -

rEx+

tJi

Now look at another problem: in a car joumey to a place

What does this mean?

200 kilometres away, 50 kilometres was covered in the

By our experience, we know that a stone
thrown upwards would start falling after

one hour. Ifthe oumey is continued at the same speed, how

reaching a certain height. It is at this
maximum height that the speed becomes
zero.

So, our stone reaches this maximum
height after about 2.04 seconds. There
are also mathematical techniques to

frst

j

many hours would be needed to complete the j oumey?

Ifafterthe first 50 kilometres, the

speed is increased to 60

kilometres per hour, how many hours would the rest of the
joumey take?

150 .,_I
60 '2

compute this maximum height.

So, the entire joumey would take

ll

1+2- =3-

hours.

If instead of60 kilometres per hour, the speed is increased to
75 kilometres per hour?

Ifthis latter

speed is denoted byx kilometres per hour, then

we can find the algebraic expression for the number ofhours

taken for the entire j oumey as
150

1+-r

In this, we have the operation ofdivision by x (that is
and so it is not

I

-)
x

apolyromial.

l,et's look

at another problem: what is the algebraic expression

for "add

number and its reciprocal"? Is it

a

a

polynomial?

t;i
rl:;

Now, instead, consider the expression for "add a number and
its reciprocal and multiply the sum by the original number"

It is

/lx+- rtlx

Polynomials in finance

[ *j
Is it a

We have seen that banks computJ

polynomiai?

interest in various ways and the rates
interests can also vary.

Simpli$' and see!

Consider 10000 rupees deposited in a
bank. The total amount (principal and
interest) got after two years depends on
the rate ofinterest and also on the scheme
of interest computation.

f,,*1),,-*,*,
\ r,/
It is indeed

a

of

polynomial, isn't it?

Now write down the algebraic expressionto find out each of If simple interest at,,0/o is computed, the
the following. Discuss whether each is a polynomial and why. amount got back would be 200r + 10000.

.

in
than the width

The surface area and volume ofa rectangular block

Suppose interest is compounded annually

which the length is

at the same rate? Then the total amount
would be

1

centimetre more

and the height is 1 centimetre more than the lenglh.

.

..2
lI
I roo i

The percentage of acid in a solution of 7 litres ofwater

loooo Ir*

and 3 litres ofacid, when more acid is added.

.
.

The sum ofa number and its square root.
The product ofthe number got by adding the square

root of a number to itsell and the number got by
subtracting its square root from itself(See the section
Sum and difference, ofthe lesson Algebra, in the Class
8

_
-

3x2

multiplyx3 by 2
x'z

by 3 and add

(iii) multiply x by 4 and subtract

(iv) subtract

:.:, i '

1

200r + 10000

,
r

-

the various operations involved in it.

(ii) multiply

l+

What if interest is compounded everyhalf

Polynomial peculiarities

(i)

,2\

lear? fhe total amount nould be

textbook.)

Look at the polynomial 2r3 +

(2,

loooo ,*roo, ioooo.J
|

4x

-

1. Let's

oooo I

.4

r*-l
2ooi

\

I

list down

This also. upon expansion- gires
polynomial.

a

In these, the third operation can also be described as

by

4 and add"; similarly, the last operation can be described

as "add

-1".

Looking
General form
Look

.

at these

as a

polynomials.

2r+3

'5.rr
' -3x+

"multiply

at

things this way, we can describe any pol).rromial

sum-the

sum ofproducts ofpositive integral powers

x by specific numbers and

finallyjust

For example, look at 2x3

-

2x3

3x2

+;r

of

a specific number.

5. We can write

-

it

as

+(-3)x1+x+ (-5)

Each such addend is called a tern ofthe polynomial.

1

Thus in the polyromial we considered just now, the terms are

Do they have any common features?
Let's rewrite them like this:

Now let's look at the terms themselves. Apart lrom the last
ternr, all others are got by multiplying (positive integral) powers

' 2r+3
'4x+(-2)
' 5ir+0
' (-3):c + I
' ( l)r +( l)

of:r by specihc numbers. Each such multiplier is calledthe
coeflicient of the corresponding power.

In all ofthese the operations done are to

Thus in our example, the coefficient

multiply jr by a specified number and to

of:r2 is

-3

and the coefficient

oft'

ofn is

is 2, the

coefficient

1.

add a specified number.

The number added at the end is calledlhe constant term.

If we denote these specified numbers
a and b, we can say that all these are
the form ar + b.
For example,

if we take

a

-

In the example above, the constant term

2, b = 3

a- l-h.

gives the last. (to get the other two rn

list, what should be a and b?)

.

Now another thing. The letter used in a polynomial denotes a
nurnber. For exarnple, we saw that in

a rectangle oflength 1 0
centimetres and breadth 4 centimetres, if the length and
breadth are increased byx centimetres, then the area ofthe

It is to write such general forms that we

enlarged rectangle would be x2

write polynom ials as sums ( using negatir

centimetres.

numbers also).

5

What is the constant term ofx2 + 2t?

get the first polynomial in the list; a = 5
0 gives the third and
I

b

is

e

+

14x + 40 square

To find the area on increasing the length and breadth by 2
centimetres, we need only put 2 in the place

ofr

in the above

polynomial and do the indicated operations; in fact, we get it
as 72 square centimetres.

In general, in any polyromial, by writing

a

number in the place

of;r and doing the operations indicated, we get a new number.
For example, putting ;r =

polynomial

1 in the

x2

-

2x + 3 , we

get

12 (2xl)+3-2

Tiiangular numbers
We have seen in Class 7, that the sums
ofconsecutive numbers, 1, l+ 2=3,1+
2 + 3 = 6 and so on are called triangular
numbers. (The section, Trian gula r
numbers, ofthe lesson Square Numbers) r

Inthis polynomial, suppose we take x -

a

1

.

?

aa

We get

a

ao
aaa
aoaa

a

(;)'- ['.;)

aa

I

.,-

1+3-2-4

;

a oo

We have a short hand notation for denoting the number got
by writing a number in place ofthe variable in

a

poll,nomial

.

Now look at these pictures:

or!

a a:
aa*

a a.rr::
a a:*
O aat,

a*i:*.i
aa*, a 1:
OOO::
':rl
aaaa

For this, we first note that different polynomials are usually

denoted asp(.r), qQc) and so on. For example, we write like

P@)=xt-2x+3
Q$) = 2x'- 3x + 5
Also, the number got by taking'lr
p(

l). that got by takingr-

-

I
i

1

inp(x) is written

fr)
^t

O

l,

)and

so on. Thus

From these, we see that
as

Thus to find the sum of all natural
numbers 1,2,3,

p(1)= 1-2+3=2

Pl;):

I
o-1+3:20
1

Similarly, can you find q(2) and q(- 1 ) from q(x) given above?

' Forp(r) -Zr2 -3x+ 1, find p(0),p(1),p(-t)
' Ifp(;) =3x2 - ax + 1 and we wantp(l) = 2, what
number should we take inthe place ofa?

'

If p(x)

2x1=2x1
2x(l+2)=2x3
2x(\+2+3)-3x4
2x(1 +2+3+4)-4x5

lor

p(x) above,

/l\

:,1

=/f a m2 'lx + b and we wantp(l) = 3 and

p(2) -- 19 what should be a and &?

. . . up

to

a

natural number

n. we need only compute

I

"

n(n

+

l'1.

Now

lll
rn(n+1)=1n'z+ rn
is a polynomial and taking r =7,n=2,
p(n) =

n = 3 and so on in it, we get
I =p(1) = I

t+z-P(2)=3

ta)af-p(l)=6
t+2+3+4_p(4)=10
So, what is the sum

from I to 100?

ofall natural numbers

Addition and subtraction
We have already seen how we can simpli$' sums, differences
and products ofalgebraic expressions. Such operations can
be done with polynomials also, which are but special kinds

of algebraic expressions.
For example, let's simpli$' (2x + 3) + (4x + 6)

(2x + 3) + (4x + 6) = 2x + 3 + 4x + 6
Names

= (Lt + 4x) + (3 + 6)

The variable used in a polynomial need
not be r. other letters can be used as in
31P - 4y + 6,5* - 2z + 7 and so on. Also,
we can use any letter as the name of a
polynomial; but it must include the name
ofthe variable also. For example, we can

=6x+9
What about (2r + 3)

(2-r+3)

(4x

-

+6)=2x+3 -4x

and so on.

=-2x

4y+6
2z+7

6

=(2x-4x)+(3

write

r(t-3f
t(z)- 5/

(4.r + 6)?

Now how about
(2x2+3x

(2x2

6)

3

+ 3n - 4) + (x + 5)?

-4) +(;+5)=2x2+3x 4+x+5
=N+(3x+x)+(5-4)
= 2x1 +4x+1

Similarly,
(4x2

+ 3x + 1) +

(Zr'?

+ 5x

-

2)

-(4+2)x')+

(3 +

5)x +(1

-2)

-6;r'?+8x-1
One more example
(4x1

:

+ 3x + 1)

-

(2x2 +

5x

2)

= (4 ,2)x, +

(3 5)r + (1 + 2)

=2x2-2x+3
ln general, to find the sum oftwo poly,nomials, we need only
add the coefficients olequal powers; the constant terms should
also be added.

What about the difference?
We have said that polynomials are namedp(x), q(;r) and so
on. If we write for example,

P@)=3x'z+2x-1

q(x)=2r'z-2x+5
then we have

p(x) + S(x) = (3 + 2)x') + (2

-

2)x +

(5

1)

:5f+4

Addition problem

and similarly,

p(x)

-

Is the sum ofany two polynomials again

q(x) = (3

-

2)x'1

=i+4x

+ (2 + 2)x + (-1

-

5)

6

We can note another thing. Suppose for p(x) and q(;r) as
above, we want to computep(2) + q(2) . This ca:r be done in

apolynomial?
For example,

p@) = 2x + 3, q(x)

= 12+4 - 1= 15
q(2):(2x2'?) (2x2)+s

p(2)+q(2)-t5+9:24
or we can go

Tryp(3)

-

q(2) -

5x2

+4

(5 x

2'z)

+ 4 = 20 + 4 = 24

q(3) like this.

Now for each pair of polynomialsp(x) and qQr) given below,
findp(;r) + q(x) andp(x) - q(x). Also computep(1) + q(1)

andp(1) 4(1) for

each.

- 2x') 5;r+ 1, 4(x) =x2 +3x+2
p(r) = 2x2+x+1, q(x) = a1 av',2
P(x) - 5x+1, q(x)=x2 +x+2
p(x) - x2 ,3x + 2, q(x) - x, + 3x ,2
4x2 2x+3, q(x) - 4x2 +2x+2
' p(x):
'
'
'
.

p(x)

5

Thus in some instances, the sum of two
polynomials may reduce tojust a number.

If
P(!):x'+3x+5

=8-4+5=9

p(2) +

-L,c +

p(x)+ q(x)-8

p(2)=(3x2'1)+(2x2)-1

q(x)=

-

then

two ways. Either we do

P(x) +

if

4(x)--x'?-3x-5
then what is, p(x) + q(r) ?

Polynomial multiplication
We have seen in Class 8, how we can find the product

two numbers, each ofwhich is

a

of

sum oftwo numbers. (The

section, Products of sums ofthe lesson Algebra.)
(x +Y) (u +

\') =xu+xv+yu+W

That is, each number in the fust sum should be multiplied by
each number in the second sum and all these products should

be added.

Multiplication by a number
What if we multiply all the terms of a
polynomial by the same number? For
example, if we multiply all terms

How do we find (2x + 5) (4r + 3) like this?
(2x + 5) (4x + 3)

=(2x x 4x) + (2xx3)

of

=8x2+6;r+

P(x)=4x?-3x+l

by 2, then we get the polynomial,
Sxr

-

6x + 2. This polynomial is

2p(x)=2(4x1-3x + 1)

(2x

-

What
zeto?

=

5t'

if we multiply

5) (4x

5) (4x

-

-

3)?

3)

=(2xx

4x)

-8x2-26x+15

--r + 1
a polynomial by

-

- (2xx3)-(5x4x) + (5x3)
=8x2 - 6x 20n + 15

+2

Similarly

3,a(-r)

15

=8x2+26x+15
How about (2x

6:c

+

written

2p(.r). Thus

=8x1

20x

+(5x4;r) + (5x3)

Now how do we find (2x + 5)
Each of the tvvo terms

(3x'z + 4x

+ 6)2

ofthe first polynomial should be

multiplied by each ofthe tbree terms ofthe second polyromial
and all these products should be added.

(2x + 5) (3x2 + 4x + 6)

:

+ (2xx4x)+(2xx6)
+(5 x 3r2) + (5 x4;r) +(5x6)
(2x x 3x2)

= (6x3 + 8x2 + 12x) + (15;r, + 20;r + 30)
= 6x3 + (8 + 15)x2 + (12 + 20)r + 30)

-

6x3

+

23x2

+ 32x + 30

The product of the polynomials p(x) and q(;r) is written
p(:r)4Qr). (We don't generally use the multiplication slnnbol
in algebra.)

We have seen that to find the different numbers got ftom

p(x)

+

q(x) and p(x)

-

q(;r) when different numbers are

used in the place of;r, there are two methods. The same goes

forp(x)q(rc) also. For example, suppose

Lt +3

P(x)q(x) =

x2+x-2

and we want to co mpute p(2)q(2) . Either we can

find

p(x)q(x)-2x3+5x2-x-6
p(2)q(2)

-

16 + 20

- 2-

6 = 28

find

or we can

P(2)=
q(2)=

-7
4+2-2=4
4

+3

p(2)q(2)-1x4--

Addition and subuaction

28

What do we get on multiplying
x)-3x2-4x+ 6 by-l?

Now can't you do the problems below?

.

Simplifi

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

each

ofthe following

as a single

polynomial.

(3x

- 4)(4:r

1)P(.;r)

(2*

they equal?

+

1)

(r+ 1)(x'z-x+

1)

(L" + 2)(5x + 4)

-

1)(x'z+ x

(2x + 3)(4n + 5)

following

the

p(1)q(1.); p(0)q(0); p(1 )q(-1 ); p(-1 )q( 1 )

Multiplication and addition
We have seen that

-

for any three numbers x, H

z,

(x + y)z

Similarly, we can

see that for any

tlree polynomialsp(:r),

(-1)p(r)

as

-

6

-p(;r).

Now write down any two polynomials
x), q(-x) and find the polynomials
p(x) + ( l) q(x) and p(x) - q(x). Are

3)(4x2+6x+9)

(Lt+3)(4x'?-6x+9)

(r

= -11: 1 4"

We usually write

3)

In each ofthe first six problems, takep(x) as the first
polynomial, 4(r) as the second pollnomial and compute

xz+yz

(

(3' + 3)(3x + 2)

q("rr),

r(x),
p(x) r(x) + q(x) r(x) = (p(:r) + q(x))r(n)

.i;.;

For example,

(2x+ 3)(x+ l)+ (;r+ 4) (x+
= (1zr +

:;

1)

+ (x + 4))(x +

t)

= (3x + 7)(x + 1)

=3x2+1.0x+J
Similarly, simplily each of the following and write

as a single

pollnomial.

.
.
.
.

Sum and product
We saw that the sum of two polynomials
is either a polynomial or a number.

What about the product

of

two

.
.

(Zx

+ lX3x+4)+ (4r+3)(3r+4)

(2x

+ 1)(3;r+4)+

(2x

(Lx

+ 1)(3;r+4)+

(l

(3r +

4)'?

(2r

1X3r+ 4)

zrx3jr+ 4)

- lX3x + 4)

(2r + l)(3r+ 4)+ (3x+ 4)
Qr'?+

3;r+ l)(2x+

1) +(x2

-3x-

1X2r+

1)

polynomials?
Can the product ofany two polynomials
be a number? Why?

Degree of a polynomial
Look at the polynomial p(x) = 6xa + 4x3 + 5x + 1. The
powers ofJr in it are f ,x3,x. The largest exponent among
them is 4. It is called,the degree ofthe polynomial.

In other words, the degree of a polynomial is the largest
exponsnt occurring in its tems.
So, what is the degree

of:r3

l1?

-

8r2 + 3x +

A poll.nomial whose degree is
polynomial,

a

4? What about

1 is called a

first degree

polynomial whose degree is 2 is called

a

second

degree polynomial and so on.

Now look at the polynomials p(;r) = 2x + 3 and
Q6) =

3x2

+ 2x

-

ofq(x) is 2. What

1

.

The degree ofp(x) is

is the degree

p(x)q(x)=(2x+3) (3x')+2x
So, the degree ofp(:r)4(x) is 3.

,
!...:
.:.t:i. , i.i.,r.,_ !.?r'
j'jtr:r ..i r l,
'.

1 and

the degree

oftheir product?

-

1)

=

6:13

+

1.3x2

+4x

3

To find the degree of a product, is it necessary to find the
entire product? We need only find the largest exponent in the

product, right?

See this example: pG) - 4x3 - 2x2 + x + 1,
Q@) =3x' -X + 1. How do we find the degree ofp(r)q(:r)?
olaterm of

Each term ofthe productp(x)4("rr) is the product

p(r) and a term ofq(n).
ofx in these terms.

We need only look at the exponents

t'

The largest exponent is got when the
the

x'?

inp(:r) is multiplied by

in 4(r).

Patterns of power

Jl x J2 =J3+2-ir5

We saw in Class 8 that

Thus the degree ofp(;rtq1r)is 5.

Similarly, can you find the degree of

(xr+4f+3)?

(/ - Zr3 + 3;r'?-;r + 1)

Let's look at the general case. Suppose the degree ofp(-rr) is

z

(x+ 1)':=;'?1at11
To find (x + I )3, we need only multiply

x2+2x+lbyx+1

and the degree of 4(.r) is n. Then

(,r

- x'
the largest power in q(n) x'
the largest power tnp(x)q(x) = x'xn
the largest power

inp(x)

x

=

degree of p(:r)q(x) = degree ofp(:r) + degree

If the degree ofp(x)

(3x2

oftwo

l1
t2 |
13 31
t4 641

ofq(x)

+ 3x + 1) (:r3 + Lr

-

-

4)2

4x + 2) is to be 5, what

should be the degre e of p(x)?

.
.

polynomidsfix)

and q(x) given below

find the degree of p(x) + q(x) altd p(x)q(x).

- x'
p(x) = xt
p(x)

2x2

+ 4x + I, q(x)

2rz + 4x

-

J1,;z

+ 1,q(x)-2x1

13, *

2

- 4x+2

- rt -2x2 +4x + 1, q(r)- xr + I
p@) - x' 2x'+ 4x + 1, q(x) - -.1: + 2-r2 + I
p(x)

Do you see any pattem?
Can you write down the expansion

Ifthe degree ofp(;) is 4 and the degree of q(;r) is 2,
then what is the degree ofp(r) + 4(r)?
For each pair of

I

Now write in order the numbers which
occur in x . I.(x, I)'.(r- l)'..

polynomials?

(x'Z

+ l) (x + l)

Multiplying the last expression above
by x + I again, we can find the
expansion of (x + l)a (Try it!)

+n

What can we now say about the degree ofthe product

What is the degree of

1)r= (x'?+ 2x

=-{'+ Jx'+ JI +

Thus the degree of p(x)q(x) is m + n.

.
.

+

(rc

of

+ I )5 without actual multiplication?

Meaning of remainder
Before doing division ofpoll,nomials, let's review the division

of numbers

a

bit. What is the meaning of dividing 20 by 5?

We have to find by which number 5 must be multiplied to get
20, rieht?

And since 4 x 5 =20, wewrit
What if we want to divide
21

"

?5 -

2 1 by

5

q.

? We

have

--(4x5)+1

and so we say that 4 is the quotient and 1 is the remainder,
using only nahual nurnbers.

Degree and general form

Or, we can write

21 20+\

We saw that any first degree polynomial

is ofthe form ax + bl here a and b can

11

20

-=4
55 -

55\

be any two numbers, except that d should

not be zero.

using fractions also.

Similarly, any second degree polynomial
is of the form cu2 + bx + c wirh a + 0.

Now let's look at polynomials. We have

What is the general fom ofa third degree

So, we can say

(2x + 3)(x + I)

Poll'nomial?

^)
lx

+Jx+3

,-l

-

2x2

+ 5ir +

3

-2x+1

What if we want to divide 2r2 + 5x + 4 bv x + 1 instead?
We have
2x2

+ 5x + 4

-

(2x + 3)(:r + 1) +

1

So, we can say that the quotient is Zr +3 and the remainder

is

1

;

or we can write

2x t 5x-4 (zr" sx -:)
r+l
x+l
:-f

2r2

+5x+3
.r+1

-2x +3 +
But then. Zr + 3

r

I

x+1

1

-,x+1

I

t x+l

-isnotapolynomial.So.wenertsee

how in such instances, the division can be described in terms

ofquotient and remainder, both irfwhich are poll'nomials.

I-et's continue with the example above. We sawthat on dividing
Zx2

+ 5x + 4by x +

1, the

is 1. What if we divide

quotient is 2r + 3 and the remainder
2x2 + 6x + 4 bv x

+ i?

We have

L:r2+6x+4

=

(2xt + 5r + 3) + (x + 1)

=

(2x +

-

((2x+ 3)+ 1) (x+

:

(2x+ 4) (x+

3)(r+ 1)+(x+

1)

Identities

i)

On simplifring algebraic expressions, we
get some equations. For example,

1)

(x+ l)+(;r'?+2x+3)

=x'+lx+4

so that we get

is an equation. Whatever number we use
2xz

+6x+4
-n+1

in the place ofx. the two expressions on
either side ofthis equation give the same

=2x + 4

number.
In other words, it is an identity. Similarly,

(We can say that the remainder in this case is 0). Continuing,
we have

(x +

1) (r'?+

2x + 3)

=.t'+3x'?+5,x+3

Zf +6x+5 = (2x'+6x+4)+1=(2x +4)(;r+
+ 6x +
Zt + 4 and the remainder is 1 .
so that on

dividing

2x2

Now suppose we divide

2x2

5

1)

+

1

by x + 1, the quotient is

+ 6x + 3 by x +

1.

We can write

N

+ 6x + 3

= (2f

+ 5x + 3).,.y = (:r + 1)(2t+ 3) +x

But we don't say that the quotient is 2r + 3 and the remainder
is x. Rather, we

write

is also an identity.

2x2+6x*3 =

(2x2

+6x+4)

- 1=(x+ 1)(2r+4)

1

and say that the quotient is 2r + 4 and the remainder is - 1.

In other words, when we divide by

a

fust degree polynomial,

the condition we impose is that the remainder should be a
mnnber only; that is, something without x.

Division problem
We have (2x + 3) (x+ 1) =2x2+5x+3
and this is an identity; whatever number
we take in the place

ofx

in the expressions

So, what is the quotient and remainder when 2r2 + 6x +

dividedbyx+
What if

2.r'z

+

2 is

1?

6; is divided

by n

+

1?

on either side, we get the same number,
after doing the specified operations.

Nou suppose ue urite the above equation
AS

Now suppose we divide by

5'+ t

polynomial.

For example, we have

+ i)

(2x2 + x
2"r +

a second degree

(3;r

+

1)

=

6x3

+

5x2

+ 4ir +

1

From this, we can write

x+l
6x3

Now if we take r = - l, the operations on
--2x+i
the left cannot be done. (Why not?)
Similarly,

^1
lx

+r+

=3x+

1

I

Again, we have

Lx2 + 5x + 4 = (Lx +

3)

+ 1) + I

(;r

6.rr

+

5:r2

+4x+3 =

is an identity. But the equation

2.r

+ 5x2 + 4x +1

"5.r-4_?__r

r,I

is true only for numbers other

=
I

r+l

than l

(6;rr

(LC

+ 5x2+4x+1)+2

+x+ 1)(3;r+1)+2

which shows that when 6t' + 5x2 + 4x + 3 is divided by
Lx2 + x + 1, the quotient is 3x + 1 and the remainder is 2.
Suppose we divide 6;3 + 5x2 + 5x + 3 by2:r'?+x+ 1? We
can write

6f + 5x2 + 5x + 3= (6x3 + 5:r, + 4:r + 1) + (x + 2)
=

(2^xz

+

x+

1) (3;r

+

1) +

(r + 2)

Here, the;r + 2 which is left over carurot be written in terms

of products of 2:r'] +; + 1 (Why not?)
So, here the remainder is;r + 2.

polynomial cannot be completely divided
by another pollnomial, the remainder should be a poll,nomial
In general, when

a

ofdegree iess than that of the divisor, or

a

number.

Now using
(3x + 2) (2x + 1) = 6x2 + 7x + 2
find the quotient and remainder when each ofthe polynomials

below is divided by Lt + 1 .

.
.
.

6x2

+7x+3

6x2+7x-1

6x2

+9x+3

6x2+9x+4

+9x+2

6x2+8x+ :

6x2

2

Number division
When we divide 14 by3, the quotient is 4
and remainder is 2. That is,

Doing division

t4=(4><3) +2

So far we have been illustrating division

ofpolynomials rsing

Now we can also write

knou,n products. Now let's see how we do division directly.

14-(3 x3) +5

For example, suppose we want to find the quotient and
remainder when 3x2 + 4x + 5 is divided by x + 1 .

14=(5 x3) + (-1)

Here, the quotient must be of degree 1. (Why?) And the

ll
14=(T>3)+l

remainder,

a

mere numbel without x.
t4
14-. .3

Any first degree polynomial is ofthe form rx + b. So, we can
take the quotient as dr + D. We must find the coefficients a
and so on.

and 6.

Let's take the remainder as c. So, what is our problem now?
We must get the equation below:

(ax+b)(x + 1)+c

Generally speaking, for natural numbers
a and 6, we can find very many numbers
zr and v such that

- 3x2 +4x+5

a-ub+v

That is, we must find a, b, c so that this equation is true. The

But there is only one pair of numbers z

expression on the left simplifiesto

and

(ax + b) (x +

l) + c= ax2 + bx + ax + b + c

-ax2+(a+b)x+(b+c)
So, what we want is
ax2

+ (a + b)x + (b + c)

- 3x2 + 4x + 5

For this to be true, we need only have

a-3
a+b=4
b+c=5

u

such t hat z and v are non - negat ir e

integers and v is less than 6. That

quotient and v, the remainder.

rz

is the

Fora-3
b

4,we must have b 5,wemusthave c=4.

and a + b --

- 1 and b + c -

Thus the quotienlis ca + b

1; and

for

-3x + 1 and the remainder

You can also simplifr (3:r + 1)(x + 1) +

4

is 4.

and check that

it

is actually equal to 3x2 + 4;r + 5.

Let's look at another example: we want to find the quotient
Pol).nomial division

before, taking the
For two polynomialsp(x) and q(;r), we

-

u(x) 4(x) + v(-t)

(ax + b712x

2af

+ l. We have

+ (3a + 2b)x + (3b +

c1

=

4a"z

15

For this to be true, we need only have

Lx2+6x+3-

2a:4

(x+ 2) (x + i) + (r'? + 3;r+ l)

3a+2b =

Lf+6x+3:
(2x+2)(x+ 1)+(2x+

l)

I

and so on.

But there is one only one pair a(,x) v(x)
satisfoing the condition that v(-r) is

either a number or a polynomial of
degree less than q(x). That zr(x) is the
quotient and v(I), the remainder.
Thus in our example above. the quot ient
is 2r + 4 and remainder

-l

3b+c =

1)

2;c2+6x+3=

(Zr+4) (x+

r3)-c=4.'r:+5

That is,

For example, consider the polynomials,
x2 + 6x + 3 and;r

+

we get here

can find very many polynomials (or
numbers) zr(x) and v(x) with

P(x)

5

is divided by 2x + 3. As
quotient as cx + b and the remainder as c,

and remainder when 4:r2

0(Why?)
5

From 2a = 4, we let a

-2.

For a=2 and,3a+2b
that is b=-3.

=0,wemusthave2b=-3a=

b=-3

6;

and 36 + c

-

5, we must have c = 5

Thus the quotient is 2r

-

3 and the remainder is 14. That is,

For

4x2

+ 5 = (2x - 3) (2x+ 3) +

Suppose we divide

a

polynomial.
What would be the degree ofthe quotient?
And the remainder?

14

third degree polynomial by

.

-3b-14.

a

first degree

Pol
For example, let's see how we divide22x3

-

omiols

+ 5 by

3x2 + x

ir + 2 . Here, the degree of the quotient must be 2; the
remainder is again

a

number.

So, we can take the quotient as m2 + 6x + c and the remainder
as d. So, we must have

-

-

3x2

+(2b+ c)x+ (2c+ Q=

2f

(ax2 + bx + c)(x + 2) + d

2;.3

+x+

5

That is,
ax3

+(2a+

b)x1

3x2+;r+

Quick division
5

It is not difficult to divide 3;r':+ 4x + 5
by x + 1 and find the quotient and

For this to be true, we need only have

remainder.

-.4

-2b+c =
2c+d -

2a+b

First look at the first term 3r2 in
3x'?+ 4r + 5and find out by what ;r + I

-3

should be multiplied to getthis:
1

3rc(.:r

+

1) =3x2

What we want is

3-x'z + 4;r + 5 and we
have reached 3x2 + 3x? What more do

As in the previous examples, we get from this

we need?

o 2.b--7,c=15, d=-25

(3x2+4x + 5) -

Thrs

2x3 3f +x+5 Now what if we divide

a

(2x2

-Zr+

15)(r

=,x +

+2)-25

third degree polynomial by

a

second

degree polynomial?

For example, let's try dividing

4f

2.xz

+ 3x

-

10 by

+ 3x)

5

+5)-(x

+ 1)=4

Thus the remainder is 4.

x + I first by 3x and then
by 1; that is, by 3x + 1 in all. So, the
quotient is 3x + l.
We multiplied

Here the quotient must be a first degree polynomial; the
remainder, eilher a firs degree pollnomial or a number (Why?)
So, we car take the quotient as ax + b and remainder as
cJ + d. (If the remainder happens to be a mere number, we
So,

(ax + b)( x2 + 2x + 4) + (cx +

4 = 4x3 -

2-x')

+ 3x

That is,
ax3

(3x'?

Multiplying x +1 by l we get;r +1
itself. What else do we need?

(x

x2+2x+4.

wouldgetc=0).

+3x

5

+ (2a + b)x2 + (4a+ 2b + c)x + (4b +
- 4xt 2x2 + 3x i0

dS

-

10

Can you similarly find the quotient and

remainder on
2x +3?

dividing 4x2 + 5 by

For this to be right, we need only have

a=

4

2a+b = -2
4a+2b+c - 3
4b+d - -10
'Writing

scheme

The quick method of dividing
3x2+4x +5 byx +l canbe written
down

as

below

a=4,b--10,c=1, d-30
Thus
4x3

1.

x +1

3x2 + 4x

3f +3x
2.

rc +1

3v3

+ 4x

3x2

+ 3x

x +5
3.

x+l

3x+ I
3x2+4x +5
J_X'

4.

From this, we get

+ JX

3x+ I
x +1 3x2+4x +5
JX' +

J.X

-2x2+

3x

-

-

10

(4x

-

\O)(xz

+2x+

4:)

+ (7x +30)

Now in each ofthe following, furd the quotient and remainder

on dividing p(x) by q(x) and write then in the form
p(x) = u(x) 4(:r) + v(r)

- 3x

=

6x2

+Jx+1,

q(x)

P(x)=

8x2

-

s@)=2x-s

nlvtj-Y'.t

rt - 1

Q@)=2x-4

'P(x)=4lJ+3x+1'
. p(x) = x3 +x2 -3x+2,

Q@)=4x+I

x'-1,

Q@)=x-1

'
'

P(x)

.

'
'

P@)=

18;r

P(x) = x3 +2f

- 5,

+4x+2,

1

Q@)=x-t

Q(r)-x'+x+r

.r +5

x+l

i

